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Book Analysis

the 100 best walks in scotland

content:  As the name suggests, 

the book describes the 100 best 

walks in Scotland. I chose the book 

because I enjoy walking and travel. 

I’ve also never been to Scotland so I 

thought it would be nice to learn a 

little about it.
text parts: There is some general knowledge 

about areas in Scotland and a “how to use this book 

section” in the beginning. The main part of the book 

has headings, sub heads, lists, and body text.

illustrative parts: There 

are a few color pictures of scenery, 

many maps, and some icons.

audience: People who would want this book 

would be going to Scotland. They would be somewhat 

outdoors-y, but not overly adventuresome. They 

probably would not be very familiar with the area.



what is wrong with the design as it 
currently is in terms of audience? 

This book has almost no pictures of the places it 

describes. It would be pretty difficult to decide where 

you wanted to go to take a walk based solely on this 

book. The space devoted to each walk is also fairly small; 

there is a lot of text and information squashed onto 

each page. Not all of the icons that appear in the book 

are explained to the viewer. 

All of the information pages have 

the exact same layout and there are 

no breaks. It becomes confusing 

and monotonous. It is also fairly 

simple to loose your place in the 

book. Finally, many of the maps are 

difficult to read.



general approach to its redesign:  
I plan to make the book much easier to understand, 

more pleasant to use, and look much cleaner.

associated word list:
outdoors

walking

fun

easy

entertaining

Scotland

simple

lochs

mountains

Highlands

hills

rivers

tradition

nature

wild

map

clear

easy-to-follow

family friendly

all ages

beauty

rural

rocks

history

travel

off the beaten path

maps

directions



concept statement:
My redesign of The 100 Best Walks in 
Scotland is based entirely around the needs 
of the reader. The walks listed in my book 
should be very simple to follow. In order 
to accomplish this goal, I will minimize the 
amount of unnecessary embellishments, make 
each page simple to navigate, and have an 
intuitive organizational system.
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Computer Development

the central

LOWLANDS

The valleys of the Rivers Clyde, Fourth, and Tay cross 

the Central Lowlands. This region has Scotland’s 

best farmland. Wide, fertile fields and low hills with 

patches of trees cover the entire region. About three-

fourths of Scottish people live in the lowlands.

the central

LOWLANDS

100 best walks in scotland

the islands and

HIGHLANDS

The Highlands is a rugged, barren region that covers 

the northern two thirds of Scotland. There are two 

major mountain ranges, the Northwest Highlands 

and the Grampian Mountains rise in this region. 

The ranges have parallel ridges that run through the 

Highlands from northeast to southwest. A deep valley 

called Glen Mor or the Great Glen 

separates the two mountain ranges.
100 best walks in scotland

the islands and

HIGHLANDS

the southern

UPLANDS

The Southern Uplands consist of rolling moors 

broken in places by rocky cliffs. The top of the hills 

are largely barren, but rich pasture land covers most 

of the lower slopes. Many sheep and cattle are raised 

in the southern uplands. In the south, the uplands 

rise to the Cheviot Hills.

100 best walks in scotland

the southern

UPLANDS

direction 1
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1 From parking place, go through gate and follow 

obvious, grassy track that runs in front of cottage. 

Soon pass a copse on L-H side and then pass Duck 

Pond Plantation, also on L-H side. Track becomes 

slightly rougher now and you cross wooden rollers to 

help you over burn.

Broughton, Borders

2 Your track continues ahead, 

over larger burn and past feathery 

carpets of heather and bracken—

listen for skylarks in summer. 

Continue walking and path will 

soon level out and lead you past 

deep gully on R-H side. Follow 

track until it bends, after which 

you come to meeting of tracks.

6 Broughton, Borders Broughton, Borders 7

5 miles (8km) 2.5 hours

Paths: Hill tracks and grassy paths, 1 stile

Suggested map: OS Explorer 336 Biggar and Broughton

Grid Reference: NT 119374

Parking: in front of cottage past Broughton Place Art Gallery
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3 Take track that bears L and head for dip that lies 

between 2 hills—Clover Law on L and Broomy Side in 

front. You should just be able to spot fence on skyline. 
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headers Auchenblae, Aberdeenshire

body With your back to post office on main street, turn R 

and cross over to follow signs (‘Woodland Walk’). Go 

down tarmac slope, past play area and over bridge. 

Follow track uphill, passing woodland on your R, 

continue to road. 



side bar 4.5 miles (7.2km) 2.3 hours

Paths: established footpaths, overgrown woodland tracks

Difficulty: 2

Suggested map: OS Explorer 396 Stonehaven, Iverbervie, and Lawrencekirk

Grid Reference: NO 727787

Parking: on street in Auchenblae
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cemetery

Neptune Bar

Silver Darling
war memorial

Maritime 

Museum

Provost Skene’s House

Marischal College

1 Head southwards on promenade 

beside shore with sea on R. Descend 

slipway on to beach and continue 

for short distance. Step over rocks to 

reach wooden steps on R and leave 

beach into children’s area. 

3 Where Waterloo Quay becomes 

Commerce Street, turn L into Regent 

Quay. At T-junction cross road at 

pedestrian lights. Turn L then 1st R 

to reach Aberdeen Maritime Museum 

and John Ross’s House. 

4 From here, head along 

Exchequer Row, turn L into Union 

Street, and turn R into Broad Street, 

where you will find Provost Skene’s 

House, which dates from 1545, and 

Tourist Information Office on L, 

behind offices. 

6 miles (9.6km) 2.5 hours

Paths: excellent in all weathers

Difficulty: 0

Suggested map: OS Explorer 406 Aberdeen and Banchory; AA Street by Street Aberdeen

Grid Reference: NJ 954067

Parking: outside Harry Ramsden's on the Esplanade or Queen Link Leisure Park

Old Aberdeen, City of Aberdeen55

Old Aberdeen12

2 Walk past Silver Darling restaurant and into harbour 

area. Continue past war memorial, keeping blue storage 

tanks on your L and along Pocra Quay. Turn L into York 

Street. At Neptune Bar, turn L into York Place. Then, take 

1st R, 1st L and 1st R again to emerge on Waterloo Quay. 

55



the southern

UPLANDS

The Southern Uplands consist of rolling moors broken in places by rocky 

cliffs. The top of the hills are largely barren, but rich pasture land covers 

most of the lower slopes. Many sheep and cattle are raised in the southern 

uplands. In the south, the uplands rise to the Cheviot Hills.
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1 From parking place, go through gate and follow 

obvious, grassy track that runs in front of cottage. Soon 

pass a copse on L-H side and then pass Duck Pond 

Plantation, also on L-H side. Track becomes slightly 

rougher now and you cross wooden rollers to help you 

over burn.

5 miles (8km) 2.5 hours

Paths: hill tracks and grassy paths, 1 stile

Difficulty: 3

Suggested map: OS Explorer 336 Biggar and Broughton

Grid Reference: NT 119374

Parking: in front of cottage past Broughton Place Art Gallery

1 Broughton, Borders

skylarks in summer. Continue walking and path will 

soon level out and lead you past deep gully on R-H side. 

Follow track until it bends, after which you come to 

meeting of tracks.

3 Take track that bears L and head for dip that lies 

between 2 hills—Clover Law on L and Broomy Side in 

front. You should just be able to spot fence on skyline. 

Make for that fence and, as you near it, eventually spot 

gate, next to which is a wooden stile.

4 Cross stile, then turn R and follow 

fence line. You soon get superb views 

to L. Continue following fence and 

2 Your track continues ahead, over 

larger burn and past feathery carpets 

of heather and bracken—listen for 

walk up track until you get to trig point on Broughton 

Heights—final ascent’s a bit of a puff—but it’s thankfully 

not too long. Broughton 11

hilly countryside
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USING THIS BOOK

Information panels: 

Basic information for each wak is 

shown here. The walks have difficulty 

ratings from 0 to 3. Zero indicates 

fairly level ground while 3 indicates 

relatively difficult terrain. The grid 

reference number coordinates to the 

National Grid location of the start 

point of each walk. Step by step directions: 

A guide for each walk. Abbreviations such as "L," meaning 

"left," and "R-H," meaning "right-hand," have been used. 

Names that appear on signposts are in brackets.

Walk number Location: 

Location followed by county.

Map key: 

1 step number 

walk route 

point of interest 

hill 

main road 

streams/small rivers 

large bodies of water



All these walks are suitable for any reasonably 
fit person, but less experienced walkers should 
try the easier walks first. Route finding is 
usually straightforward, but you will find that an 
Ordinance Survey map is a useful addition to 
the route maps and descriptions.

Risks: Although each walk has been research with 

a view to minimizing the risks to the walkers who follow 

its route, no walk in the countryside can be considered 

to be completely free from risk. Walking in the outdoors 

will always require a degree of common sense and 

judgement to ensure that it is as safe as possible.

•  On walks away from centres of 

population you should carry a 

whistle and survival bag. If you do 

have an accident requireing the 

emergency sevices make a note 

of your position as accurately as 

possible and dial 999.

•  Some sections of route are by, or cross roads. Take 

care and remember traffic is a danger even in minor 

country lanes.

WALKING IN SAFETY



Equipment: The most important single item of 

equipment for country walking is a good pair of sturdy 

boots or walking shoes. Boots give better support to your 

ankles, especially in rough or hill country, and your feet 

need to be kept warm and dry in all conditions.

•  Be careful around farmyard machinery and livestock, 

especially if you have children or a dog with you. Be 

aware of the consequences of changes of weather 

and check the forecast before you set off. Carry spare 

clothing and a torch if you are walking in the winter 

months. Remember that the weather can change very 

quickly at any time of the year, and in moorland and 

heathland areas, mist and fog can make route finding 

much harder. Don’t set out in these conditions unless 

you are confident of your navigation skills in poor 

visibility. In summer remember to take account of the 

heat and sun; wear a hat and carry spare water.

•  Britian’s climate is unpredictable, so 

warm and waterproof clothing is the 

next essential, but you don’t need 

to spend a fortune on an Everest-

specification jacket for a gentle 

stroll. There are many effecient 

and breathable alternatives which 

need not cost the earth. Waterproof 

trousers or gaiters are also good 

idea and, as up to 40 percent of 

body heat is lost through the head, a 

warm hat is essential.

•  None of the walks in this book will take more than a 

day, but you will need a rucksack to hold extra clothing, 

food, and drink for the longer walks. Look for one with 

about a 20 to 35 litre capacity, with stormproof pockets 

for your map, compass (a good ideal on any hill walk), 

camera, and other bits and pieces.

•  Be particularly careful on cliff 

paths and in upland terrain, where 

the consequences of a slip can be 

very serious.

•  Remember to check tidal conditions 

before walking along the seashore.

WALKING IN SAFETY



1 From parking place, go through gate and follow 

obvious, grassy track that runs in front of cottage. Soon 

pass a copse on L-H side and then pass Duck Pond 

Plantation, also on L-H side. Track becomes slightly 

rougher now and you cross wooden rollers to help you 

over burn.

5 miles (8km) 2.5 hours

Paths: hill tracks and grassy paths, 1 stile

Difficulty: 3

Suggested map: OS Explorer 336 Biggar and Broughton

Grid Reference: NT 119374

Parking: in front of cottage past Broughton Place Art Gallery

1 Broughton, Borders

skylarks in summer. Continue walking and path will 

soon level out and lead you past deep gully on R-H side. 

Follow track until it bends, after which you come to 

meeting of tracks.

3 Take track that bears L and head for dip that lies 

between 2 hills—Clover Law on L and Broomy Side in 

front. You should just be able to spot fence on skyline. 

Make for that fence and, as you near it, eventually spot 

gate, next to which is a wooden stile.

4 Cross stile, then turn R and follow 

fence line. You soon get superb views 

to L. Continue following fence and 

2 Your track continues ahead, over 

larger burn and past feathery carpets 

of heather and bracken—listen for 

walk up track until you get to trig point on Broughton 

Heights—final ascent’s a bit of a puff—but it’s thankfully 

not too long. Broughton 11

hilly countryside
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5 Now retrace your steps to reach stile again, nip over 

it,but this time, turn R and follow narrow track that 

climbs Clover Law. Continue walking in same direction, 

following fence line as it runs along top of ridge. When 

you near end of ridge, keep your eyes peeled for track 

that leads down to your L.

6 Follow track as it runs down 

between 2 plantations, roughly in 

direction of cottage, in quite a steep 

descent. At bottom you come to old 

wall and burn, which you cross, then 

continue ahead to reach main track.

7 Turn R here and walk past little cottage again, 

through gate and back to your car. If you want to visit 

Broughton Place and its art gallery, just continue walking 

down track to reach house on your L.

Dryburgh, Borders

4.5 miles (7.2km) 1.5 hours

Paths: firm woodland and riverside tracks, 3 stiles

Difficulty: 1

Suggested map: OS Explorer 338 Galashields, Selkirk, and Melrose

Grid Reference: NT 592318

Parking: Dryburgh Abbey car park

1 From car park at abbey walk back 

to join road, pass entrace to Dryburgh 

Abbey Hotel, then walk dwon road in 

front of you. You’ll soon see river and 

will then pass small temple in trees on 

R-H side go L and cross bridge over 

River Tweed.view back from Broughton Heights
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Dryburgh14

2 Turn L immediately and then 

join St. Cuthbert’s Way. This 

waymarked trail now takes you along 

banks of river. At some point there 

are steps, tiny footbridges, and 

patches of boardwalk to assist you. 

Continue to follow this trail wich 

eventually takes you past 2 small 

islands in rivver, where it then leads 

away from river bank.

3 Follow trail on to a tarmac traack, bear R and then 

L. At main road in St. Boswells go L again and continue 

to follow trail signs, passing post office and later Scott’s 

View chippy on L. After house No 101, turn L then go to 

your R along a tarmac track at end.

4 Follow this, then turn L and walk past golf club 

house. Continue few paces, then turn R and follow St. 

Cuthbert’s Way as it hugs golf course. Continue by golf 

course until your track eventually brings you back down 

river bank. Walk past weir and up to bridge.

5 Go up steps and cross bridge, then turn sharp 

L and walk towards cottages. Before cottages, go L, 

overfootbridge, then turn R along river bank to walk in 

front of them. At weir take steps that run up to R, nip 

over stile and into field.

6 Go L, through gate, and follow 

indistinct track overgrown with high 

grasses in summer, but isn’t hard to 

follow. Where path divides, go L to 

keep to river, now you’ll be on short, 

springy grass.

Dryburg Abbey ruins

2



Dryburgh16

7 Follow river, keeping an eye out for fish leaping up to 

feed from the water’s surface. You’ll cross stile, then pass 

greenhouse on your L. Climb another stile here, turn 

R, walk past toilets and, at house ahead, turn L and walk 

back into car park. Ettrick 17

3Ettrick, Borders

4.5 miles (7.2km) 2.5 hours

Paths: narrow hill tracks, moorland, and waymarked trails, 4 stiles

Difficulty: 1

Suggested map: OS Explorer 330 Moffat and St. Mary’s Loch

Grid Reference: NT 265144

Parking: by village hall on minor road west of B709

1 From parking place by village 

hall, turn L along road past 

monument to James Hogg and up to 

war memorial. Turn R and walk past 

church, then take track that bears 

sharp L past farm buildings. Go 

tllrough metal gate, then fork L at 

right of way sign.

2 Walk uphill, following track 

through another gate and up grassy 

slope. Keep monument on hill above 

to your L. Fallow narrow track, 

passing a circular sheepfold on your 

L and 2 on opposite hillside on R.

3 Path now skirts Craig Hill, roughly following Kirk 

Burn. Look for another circular sheepfold on your L, 

then 2 more away to R. At this point track disappears 

and ground becomes boggy underfoot. Don’t take track 

that bears L but maintain direction, heading for low 

ground ahead.

River Tweed

2



4 Keep walking over moorland—

passing lone fence post on your 

L, then circular, stone sheepfold, 

also on L-H side but further away. 

Continue towards The Slunk, heavily 

eroded burn, from where you get 

great views back up Ettrick Valley.

5 Scramble down banks of The 

Slunk, and cross over water—

there are some rocks to help 

you across, but be careful. Your 

way then takes you over to meet 

wire fence. Bear L and follow 

line of fence to metal fingerpost 

(‘Riskinhope’).

6 At fingerpost, cross stile and continue descending 

along other side of fence to meet Southern Upland 

Way. Cross back over fence at woden stile, then bear L 

on wide path as it runs back dovm to Ettrick Valley. Pass 

2 well-maintained sheepfolds along way, and come to 

stone stile. Ettrick18

7 Nip over this stile to enter 

pasture, then go down to meet road 

at bottom L -H corner. Cross another 

stone stile here and drop into lane 

opposite Scabcleuch farm. Turn L 

again over bridge and walk back to 

war memorial. Walk past monument 

and return to parking place at start.
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The valleys of the Rivers Clyde, Fourth, and Tay cross the Central Lowlands. 

This region has Scotland’s best farmland. Wide, fertile fields and low hills 

with patches of trees cover the entire region. About three-fourths of Scottish 

people live in the lowlands.

the central

LOWLANDS
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1 With your back to post office on 

main street, turn R and cross over 

to follow signs (‘Woodland Walk’). 

Go down tarmac slope, past play 

area and over bridge. Follow track 

uphill, passing woodland on your R, 

continue to road. 

2 Turn R, walk along long straight road, passing 

cemetery. Take 1st turning L, which runs between arable 

fields. Continue to wood ahead. Go through rusty gate 

and scramble through undergrowth to get into woods 

and join track.

3 Turn R and follow track round 

margin of woods thickly carpeted with 

vegetation. At wider gravel track, turn 

R and continue - fields still visible 

through trees on R-H side. Follow 

track to crossing of tracks. 

4 Take L -H fork. At pylon on R-H 

side of track, strike off on indistinct 

track that runs downhill to R under 

line of pylons. (If you go under 

pylons on main track, you’ve gone 

too far.) 

4.5 miles (7.2km) 2.3 hours

Paths: established footpaths, overgrown woodland tracks

Difficulty: 2

Suggested map: OS Explorer 396 Stonehaven, Iverbervie, and Lawrencekirk

Grid Reference: NO 727787

Parking: on street in Auchenblae

24 Auchenblae, Aberdeenshire

Auchenblae12 Auchenblae 13

24

USING THIS BOOK

Information panels: 

Basic information for each wak is 

shown here. The walks have difficulty 

ratings from 0 to 3. Zero indicates 

fairly level ground while 3 indicates 

relatively difficult terrain. The grid 

reference number coordinates to the 

National Grid location of the start 

point of each walk. Step by step directions: 

A guide for each walk. Abbreviations such as "L," meaning 

"left," and "R-H," meaning "right-hand," have been used. 

Names that appear on signposts are in brackets.

Walk number Location: 

Location followed by county.

Map key: 

1 step number 

walk route 

point of interest 

hill 

main road 

streams/small rivers 

large bodies of water



All these walks are suitable for any reasonably 
fit person, but less experienced walkers should 
try the easier walks first. Route finding is 
usually straightforward, but you will find that an 
Ordinance Survey map is a useful addition to 
the route maps and descriptions.

Risks: Although each walk has been research with 

a view to minimizing the risks to the walkers who follow 

its route, no walk in the countryside can be considered 

to be completely free from risk. Walking in the outdoors 

will always require a degree of common sense and 

judgement to ensure that it is as safe as possible.

•  On walks away from centres of 

population you should carry a 

whistle and survival bag. If you do 

have an accident requireing the 

emergency sevices make a note 

of your position as accurately as 

possible and dial 999.

•  Some sections of route are by, or cross roads. Take 

care and remember traffic is a danger even in minor 

country lanes.

WALKING IN SAFETY



Equipment: The most important single item of 

equipment for country walking is a good pair of sturdy 

boots or walking shoes. Boots give better support to your 

ankles, especially in rough or hill country, and your feet 

need to be kept warm and dry in all conditions.

•  Be careful around farmyard machinery and livestock, 

especially if you have children or a dog with you. Be 

aware of the consequences of changes of weather 

and check the forecast before you set off. Carry spare 

clothing and a torch if you are walking in the winter 

months. Remember that the weather can change very 

quickly at any time of the year, and in moorland and 

heathland areas, mist and fog can make route finding 

much harder. Don’t set out in these conditions unless 

you are confident of your navigation skills in poor 

visibility. In summer remember to take account of the 

heat and sun; wear a hat and carry spare water.

•  Britian’s climate is unpredictable, so 

warm and waterproof clothing is the 

next essential, but you don’t need 

to spend a fortune on an Everest-

specification jacket for a gentle 

stroll. There are many effecient 

and breathable alternatives which 

need not cost the earth. Waterproof 

trousers or gaiters are also good 

idea and, as up to 40 percent of 

body heat is lost through the head, a 

warm hat is essential.

•  None of the walks in this book will take more than a 

day, but you will need a rucksack to hold extra clothing, 

food, and drink for the longer walks. Look for one with 

about a 20 to 35 litre capacity, with stormproof pockets 

for your map, compass (a good ideal on any hill walk), 

camera, and other bits and pieces.

•  Be particularly careful on cliff 

paths and in upland terrain, where 

the consequences of a slip can be 

very serious.

•  Remember to check tidal conditions 

before walking along the seashore.

WALKING IN SAFETY



cemetery

1
2

3

4
56

7

8

Black Hill

Herscha Hill

post office

Stonehaven,

Arbuthnott

Drumtochty 

Arms Hotel

Mains of 

Drumtochty

Drumtochty 

Castle

Drumtochty 

Forest

Auchenblae

1 With your back to post office on 

main street, turn R and cross over 

to follow signs (‘Woodland Walk’). 

Go down tarmac slope, past play 

area and over bridge. Follow track 

uphill, passing woodland on your R, 

continue to road. 

2 Turn R, walk along long straight road, passing 

cemetery. Take 1st turning L, which runs between arable 

fields. Continue to wood ahead. Go through rusty gate 

and scramble through undergrowth to get into woods 

and join track.

3 Turn R and follow track round 

margin of woods thickly carpeted with 

vegetation. At wider gravel track, turn 

R and continue - fields still visible 

through trees on R-H side. Follow 

track to crossing of tracks. 

4 Take L -H fork. At pylon on R-H 

side of track, strike off on indistinct 

track that runs downhill to R under 

line of pylons. (If you go under 

pylons on main track, you’ve gone 

too far.) 

4.5 miles (7.2km) 2.3 hours

Paths: established footpaths, overgrown woodland tracks

Difficulty: 2

Suggested map: OS Explorer 396 Stonehaven, Iverbervie, and Lawrencekirk

Grid Reference: NO 727787

Parking: on street in Auchenblae

24 Auchenblae, Aberdeenshire

Auchenblae12 Auchenblae 13

24



Auchenblae14 Auchenblae 15

5 Scramble through undergrowth and follow indistinct 

track as it swings to L in northwesterly direction. (I had 

to negotiate my way past fallen trees at this point which 

had been damaged by a recent storm - so be careful, 

as some of them were large.) Eventually come down to 

meet main road.

6 Turn R and follow road. Turn L through gates to 

Drumtochty Castle (‘Private Residence’). Pass house, 

cross burn by car park, then bear R at meeting of 3 

tracks, following middle track, past pool and lake. Walk 

past Drumtochty Castle and swing up to gates.

7 Follow track that bears R, leaving 

castle behind. At fork, bear L; continue 

along avenue of beech trees. Pass 

farmhouse, Mains of Drumtochty, then 

continue, on track—views over Howe 

of the Mearns. Continue ahead to go 

under pylons and meet road.

8 Turn R along road for few paces, 

then go L at junction and follow 

road back into Auchenblae. At main 

street, turn R and return to start. 

Drumtochty Forest

24 24



1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Marine Hotel

memorial

Castle 

Haven

Dunnottar 

Castle
waterfallMains of 

Dunnottar

masts

A957
East 

Newtonleys

Shell House

Carron Restaurant

Kinneff

1 From Market Square, walk back 

on to Allardyce Street, turn R and 

cross road. Turn L up Market Lane. 

At beach, turn R to cross footbridge. 

Turn R at signs to Dunnottar Castle 

to reach harbour. Cross here to 

continue down Shorehead, on east 

side of harbour. Pass Marine Hotel, 

then turn R into Wallis Wynd.

2 Turn L into Castle Street. Emerge at main road then 

maintain direction walking along road until it bends. 

Continue ahead, following enclosed tarmac track, 

between arable fields and past war memorial on R-H 

side. Nip over stile at end of track. 

3 Make your way across middle of field, cross 

footbridge and 2 more stiles. You now pass track going 

down to Castle Haven and continue following main path 

around cliff edge. Cross another footbridge and bear 

uphill. You’ll soon reach some steps on your L that run 

down to Dunnottar Castle. 

Stonehaven10 Stonehaven 17

3.5 miles (5.7km) 1.5 hours

Paths: cliff edges, metalled tracks, forest paths, 3 stiles

Difficulty: 2

Suggested map: OS Explorer 273 Stonehaven and Iverbervie

Grid Reference: NO 874858

Parking: Market Square, Stonehaven

Stonehaven, Aberdeenshire25

Stonehaven Harbour



Stonehaven18

4 Route bears R here, past waterfall, through kissing 

gate and up to house. Pass house to reach road into 

Stonehaven by Mains of Dunnottar, turn R then take 1st 

turning on L, walking in direction of radio masts. Follow 

this wide, metalled track past masts and East Newtonleys 

on L-H side, to reach A957. 

Dunnottar Castle

5 Turn R and walk downhill. Take 

1st turning on L. Fallow track to sign 

on R (‘Carron Gate’) Turn R and 

walk through woods, following lower 

path on R-H side that runs by burn. 

You’ll soon reach Shell House on L.

6 Pass it on L, continue along lower 

track then climb uphill to join wider 

track. Bear R here, to maintain 

direction and reach edge of woods. 

Go through housing estate to join 

Low Wood Road and river. 

7 Turn L, then R to cross footbridge with green railings. 

Turn R and walk beside the water. You’ll soon pass art-

deco Carron Restaurant on L-H side, and then come to 

cream-coloured iron bridge. Bear L here then turn 1st R 

to return to Market Square.
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Aberlemno20 Aberlemno 21

3 miles (4.8km) 1.75 hours

Paths: mainly quiet roads but one extremely overgrown area

Difficulty: 2

Suggested map: OS Explorer 389 Forfar, Brechin, and Edzell

Grid Reference: NO 522558

Parking: car park by school in Aberlemno

Aberlemno, Angus26

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

Turn Hill Farm

Arbroath

Fordmouth

Finavon 

Castle Grave Hill

school

Woodrae Balbinny

fort

mast

Hill of Finavon

Bogardo

Woodside

Aberlemno

Pictish 

stone

Brechin

B9134

1 From car park turn R and walk 

along road, go 1st L (‘Aberlemno 

church and stone’). Pass church—

famous Pictish stone in churchyard—

and follow road as it bends R. Follow 

road to T-junction. 

2 Turn R and follow road, passing entrance to 

Woodside on L. At corner, follow road as it bends R. 

Walk down to join B9134, turn R and follow this short 

distance to turning on L. 

3 Turn L along this road (‘Finavon Hill’), passing 

house at bottom called Hillcrest. Road winds uphill, 

past several rocky outcrops, then under line of pylons. 

Continue as road skirts hill, with areas of new tree 

planting on L. 

4 Continue and soon see mast, 

followed by pond on L, and pass 

hill on R, once topped with ancient 

fort. Continue to padlocked gate 

on L. You can make a diversion 

here. Climb gate and walk up track, 

passing 2 ponds to reach house. 

5 Turn R on grassy track and walk 

back on yourself, going through 

gate in deer fence, then past several 

pheasant feeders. Go through 

another gate at bottom, turn L and 

return to road. 

26



6 If you’ve done diversion, turn 

L, if not, continue following road, 

which nmv starts to wind downhill. 

Soon reach electricity sub station 

and mobile phone mast. When you 

reach houses, turn R. 

7 Walk past Bogardo house and follow track as it swings 

L between fields. Turn R at gap and cross field; go R 

again at next field edge. At top of field go L and walk to 

far end. Now scramble over watery, overgrown ditch and 

climb carefully over barbed-wire fence.

8 Maintain direction, walking 

on pasture to R of fence (track is 

overgrown). At end, turn L through 

gate and continue along obvious 

track, to pass Woodrae. Continue to 

pass old dovecote on L, then turn R 

at road. Walk uphill, past Balbinny 

and to junction. Turn R to return to 

Aberlemno.

Aberlemno22 Aberlemno 23Pictish stone 

near Bogardo

2626



The Highlands is a rugged, barren region that covers the northern two 

thirds of Scotland. There are two major mountain ranges, the Northwest 

Highlands and the Grampian Mountains rise in this region. The ranges 

have parallel ridges that run through the Highlands from northeast to 

southwest. A deep valley called Glen Mor or the Great Glen separates the 

two mountain ranges.

the islands and

HIGHLANDS
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Old Aberdeen 13

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

cemetery

Neptune Bar

Silver Darling
war memorial

Maritime 

Museum

Provost Skene’s House

Marischal College

1 Head southwards on promenade 

beside shore with sea on R. Descend 

slipway on to beach and continue 

for short distance. Step over rocks to 

reach wooden steps on R and leave 

beach into children’s area. 

3 Where Waterloo Quay becomes 

Commerce Street, turn L into Regent 

Quay. At T-junction cross road at 

pedestrian lights. Turn L then 1st R 

to reach Aberdeen Maritime Museum 

and John Ross’s House. 

4 From here, head along 

Exchequer Row, turn L into Union 

Street, and turn R into Broad Street, 

where you will find Provost Skene’s 

House, which dates from 1545, and 

Tourist Information Office on L, 

behind offices. 

6 miles (9.6km) 2.5 hours

Paths: excellent in all weathers

Difficulty: 0

Suggested map: OS Explorer 406 Aberdeen and Banchory; AA Street by Street Aberdeen

Grid Reference: NJ 954067

Parking: outside Harry Ramsden's on the Esplanade or Queen Link Leisure Park

Old Aberdeen, City of Aberdeen55

Old Aberdeen12

2 Walk past Silver Darling restaurant and into harbour 

area. Continue past war memorial, keeping blue storage 

tanks on your L and along Pocra Quay. Turn L into York 

Street. At Neptune Bar, turn L into York Place. Then, take 

1st R, 1st L and 1st R again to emerge on Waterloo Quay. 

55

USING THIS BOOK

Information panels: 

Basic information for each wak is 

shown here. The walks have difficulty 

ratings from 0 to 3. Zero indicates 

fairly level ground while 3 indicates 

relatively difficult terrain. The grid 

reference number coordinates to the 

National Grid location of the start 

point of each walk. Step by step directions: 

A guide for each walk. Abbreviations such as "L," meaning 

"left," and "R-H," meaning "right-hand," have been used. 

Names that appear on signposts are in brackets.

Walk number Location: 

Location followed by county.

Map key: 

1 step number 

walk route 

point of interest 

hill 

main road 

streams/small rivers 

large bodies of water



WALKING IN SAFETY

All these walks are suitable for any reasonably 
fit person, but less experienced walkers should 
try the easier walks first. Route finding is 
usually straightforward, but you will find that an 
Ordinance Survey map is a useful addition to 
the route maps and descriptions.

Risks: Although each walk has been research with 

a view to minimizing the risks to the walkers who follow 

its route, no walk in the countryside can be considered 

to be completely free from risk. Walking in the outdoors 

will always require a degree of common sense and 

judgement to ensure that it is as safe as possible.

•  On walks away from centres of 

population you should carry a 

whistle and survival bag. If you do 

have an accident requireing the 

emergency sevices make a note 

of your position as accurately as 

possible and dial 999.

•  Some sections of route are by, or cross roads. Take 

care and remember traffic is a danger even in minor 

country lanes.



Equipment: The most important single item of 

equipment for country walking is a good pair of sturdy 

boots or walking shoes. Boots give better support to your 

ankles, especially in rough or hill country, and your feet 

need to be kept warm and dry in all conditions.

•  Be careful around farmyard machinery and livestock, 

especially if you have children or a dog with you. Be 

aware of the consequences of changes of weather 

and check the forecast before you set off. Carry spare 

clothing and a torch if you are walking in the winter 

months. Remember that the weather can change very 

quickly at any time of the year, and in moorland and 

heathland areas, mist and fog can make route finding 

much harder. Don’t set out in these conditions unless 

you are confident of your navigation skills in poor 

visibility. In summer remember to take account of the 

heat and sun; wear a hat and carry spare water.

•  Britian’s climate is unpredictable, so 

warm and waterproof clothing is the 

next essential, but you don’t need 

to spend a fortune on an Everest-

specification jacket for a gentle 

stroll. There are many effecient 

and breathable alternatives which 

need not cost the earth. Waterproof 

trousers or gaiters are also good 

idea and, as up to 40 percent of 

body heat is lost through the head, a 

warm hat is essential.

•  None of the walks in this book will take more than a 

day, but you will need a rucksack to hold extra clothing, 

food, and drink for the longer walks. Look for one with 

about a 20 to 35 litre capacity, with stormproof pockets 

for your map, compass (a good ideal on any hill walk), 

camera, and other bits and pieces.

•  Be particularly careful on cliff 

paths and in upland terrain, where 

the consequences of a slip can be 

very serious.

•  Remember to check tidal conditions 

before walking along the seashore.

WALKING IN SAFETY



Old Aberdeen 13

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

cemetery

Neptune Bar

Silver Darling
war memorial

Maritime 

Museum

Provost Skene’s House

Marischal College

1 Head southwards on promenade 

beside shore with sea on R. Descend 

slipway on to beach and continue 

for short distance. Step over rocks to 

reach wooden steps on R and leave 

beach into children’s area. 

3 Where Waterloo Quay becomes 

Commerce Street, turn L into Regent 

Quay. At T-junction cross road at 

pedestrian lights. Turn L then 1st R 

to reach Aberdeen Maritime Museum 

and John Ross’s House. 

4 From here, head along 

Exchequer Row, turn L into Union 

Street, and turn R into Broad Street, 

where you will find Provost Skene’s 

House, which dates from 1545, and 

Tourist Information Office on L, 

behind offices. 

6 miles (9.6km) 2.5 hours

Paths: excellent in all weathers

Difficulty: 0

Suggested map: OS Explorer 406 Aberdeen and Banchory; AA Street by Street Aberdeen

Grid Reference: NJ 954067

Parking: outside Harry Ramsden's on the Esplanade or Queen Link Leisure Park

Old Aberdeen, City of Aberdeen55

Old Aberdeen12

2 Walk past Silver Darling restaurant and into harbour 

area. Continue past war memorial, keeping blue storage 

tanks on your L and along Pocra Quay. Turn L into York 

Street. At Neptune Bar, turn L into York Place. Then, take 

1st R, 1st L and 1st R again to emerge on Waterloo Quay. 

55



5 Continue past Marischal College; turn R into 

Littlejohn Street, cross North Street. At end of Meal 

Market Street turn R into King Street then L into 

Frederick Street. At junction with Park Street turn L  

and keep walking until road crosses railway. 

6 Shortly after you reach 

roundabout. Head along Park 

Road, almost straight ahead. Follow 

it through cemetery and towards 

Pittodrie Park and its junction with 

Golf Road. 

7 Turn R into Golf Road and walk through golf links. 

Detour to top of Broad Hill, mound behind cemetery, 

for magnificent views. Road turns sharply L towards its 

junction with Esplanade. Cross Esplanade; turn R on to 

promenade, which you follow back to start.

cottages in town

Old Aberdeen14 Braemar 15

56Braemar, Aberdeenshire

6.75 miles (10.9km) 4.25 hours

Paths: well-made but fairly steep path, track, 1 stile

Difficulty: 3

Suggested map: OS Explorer 387 Glen Shee and Braemar

Grid Reference: NO 143911

Parking: duck pond, at top of Chapel Brae, Braemar

1 Take wide track uphill, to R of 

duck pond at top of Chapel Brae, 

bearing L twice to Woodhill house. 

House can be bypassed by taking 

small footpath on R which rejoins 

track just above. When track forks 

again, bear L to viewpoint indicator. 

2 Cross track diagonally to hill path (‘Morrone’)—

rebuilt with rough stone steps. Higher up, it slants to 

R along line of rocky outcrops. At top of this it turns 

directly uphill, passing 5 sprawling cairns. These are the 

turning point in the Morrone Hill Race that is part of 

the Braemar Games. Wide, stony path runs up to radio 

mast and other ugly constructions on summit.



1

2

3

4

5

duck pond

Woodhill

cairns

radio mast

cairn

Clunie Water

club house

Invercauld 

Hotel

Braemar

Braemar 

Castle

A93

River Dee

4 Turn L, alongside river, for 1.5 miles 

(2.4km). Ben Avon with its row of summit 

tors fills the skyline ahead. After snow 

gate and golf club house comes road sign 

warning of cattle grid (grid is round next 

bend). Here track, back up to L, has blue-

topped waymarker pole.

5 Go up between caravans to ladder stile with dog 

flap. Faint path leads up under birches, bearing R and 

becoming clearer. After gate in fence path becomes quite 

clear, leading to Scottish Natural Heritage signboard 

and blue waymarker at top of birchwood. Path becomes 

track with fence on R and, in 220yds (201 m), reaches 

viewpoint indicator, Point 2. Return to duck pond. 

3 The summit, with your back to buildings, has fine 

views across to the Cairngorms. On the main tops snow 

may show in summer. To the east are Loch Callater and 

White Mounth plateau. The notable hump is Cac Carn 

Beag, one of the summits of Lochnagar. Morrone’s 

summit area is bare stones, but if you go past buildings 

you’ll find start of wide track. It runs down to shallow 

col and climbs to cairn on low summit beyond. Here it 

bends L towards lower col, but before reaching it, turns 

L again down hill. Gentle zigzagging descent leads to 

road by Clunie Water. 

Clunie Water

Braemar16
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1

2

3

4
5

6

Puck’s Glen

A815

Benmore Botanic 

Garden

Golden Gates

Meall Dubh

Inverchapel

Dunoon,

Kilmun

River Massan

River Eachaig

1 From car park cross A815 and follow footpath past a 

waymarker for Black Gates. Pass sign for Big Tree Walk 

and turn R on to surfaced lane. Continue, along this 

lane for about 1 mile (1.6km) and just after parapet of 

bridge is first footpath to Puck’s Glen on L.

2 Milestone here points to Dunoon 

Pier 6 rniles. Ignore this entrance and 

continue along lane until you reach car 

park. Turn L and along footpath past 

waymarker pole for Puck’s Glen. Climb 

uphill on a steep path. 

3 At top of hill path levels out then starts to head back 

downhill, rather steeply on series of steps to bottom of 

gorge. Signpost at junction at bottom of steps points L 

for lower gorge and R for upper. 

4 Turn R, head downhill on another set of steps then 

cross bridge on L and turn R to head along footpath 

on opposite side of stream. Head uphill, cross another 

bridge then go past series of small waterfalls. Eventually 

reach yet another bridge to cross before coming to set of 

steps that takes you up steep part of hillside to another 

bridge at top. After crossing it, path levels out slightly 

and continues through trees to reach T-junction with 

forestry road. Benmore 19

4 miles (6.4km) 2.5 hours

Paths: mainly forest roads and well-made footpaths, 1 stile

Difficulty: 3

Suggested map: OS Explorer 363 Cowal East

Grid Reference: NS 142855

Parking: car park at Benmore Botanic Garden

Benmore, Argyll and Bute57

Benmore18



5 At junction there is waymarker 

and signpost. Turning R will lead 

you along forest road to Kilmun 

Arboreturn. However, for this walk 

you rnust turn L, following signs for 

Black Gates. Because of ongoing 

forestry operations and renovations 

to several footpaths, diversions may 

be in place or footpaths may simply 

be closed.

6 Follow signs to L and go 

on to path for Black Gates car 

park and, from there, return 

to botanic garden. Otherwise 

continue on forest road until you 

reach a gate near its end. Cross a 

stile then turn L at T-junction on 

to A815. Walk along here for .5 

mile (800m) to return to start. 

Benmore20 botanic garden
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Reflection

I am fairly satisfied with my end product; I did what I set 

out to do: create a simple, clean, legible design. I feel 

like someone would be able to look up information in 

my book without it being a chore. 

The most difficult part of this project 

for me was getting the quantity of 

information I felt was necessary 

(maps, pictures, directions, etc.) into 

the book without making the final 

product large. I had to streamline 

my design and deny the urge to 

add any superfluous decorative 

details. However, I know that I have 

a stronger design as a result because 

I only included elements I needed. I also split my book 

into three smaller portions to help reduce what a person 

would need to take with them on a walk. I then had the 

issue of making each book work as a piece of the whole. 

To help me do this, I simplified my color palette and 

made sure I had similar type and image treatments in all 

three books.
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